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One of the most fundamental challenges when accessing gestural patterns in 3D motion
capture databases is the definition of spatiotemporal similarity. While distance-based
similarity models such as the Gesture Matching Distance on gesture signatures are able
to leverage the spatial and temporal characteristics of gestural patterns, their applica-
bility to large 3D motion capture databases is limited due to their high computational
complexity. To this end, we present a lower bound approximation of the Gesture Match-
ing Distance that can be utilized in an optimal multi-step query processing architecture
in order to support e�cient query processing. We investigate the performance in terms
of accuracy and e�ciency based on 3D motion capture databases and show that our
approach is able to achieve an increase in e�ciency of more than one order of magnitude
with a negligible loss in accuracy. In addition, we discuss di↵erent applications in the
digital humanities in order to highlight the significance of similarity search approaches
in the research field of gestural pattern analysis.

Keywords: e�cient query processing; spatiotemporal data; 3D motion capture data; ges-
tural patterns; gesture signature; gesture matching distance; dynamic time warping.

1. Introduction

3D motion capture data is a specific type of multimedia data that is mainly used to
record movements of humans, animals, or objects over time. This type of data has
found widespread utilization in academia and industry, for instance, for entertaining
purposes, medical applications, film-making, and video game development. One of
the major advantages of 3D motion capture data is the capability of expressing spa-
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tiotemporal dynamics with the highest possible accuracy [1]. This property makes
3D motion capture data particularly useful for research into the domain of gestural
pattern analysis.

A gestural pattern can be understood as a kinetic action involving hand, arm,
and body configurations or movements over a certain period of time. A gestural
pattern is represented either by extracting its characteristic features or utilizing
the raw three-dimensional movement traces, the so-called trajectories. In order to
maintain the high degree of exactness provided by utilizing 3D motion capture data,
we represent gestural patterns by means of gesture signatures [1]. Gesture signatures
are multidimensional trajectory representations which facilitate gestural pattern
analysis with arbitrarily high exactness. Gesture signatures are able to adapt to the
individual spatial and temporal properties of gestural patterns by allowing these
patterns to di↵er in the number of included trajectories and their lengths as well as
in the weighting scheme indicating the inherent relevance of the trajectories. In fact,
gesture signatures provide an adaptable model-free approach which supports lazy
query-dependent evaluation, i.e., no time-intensive training phase is needed prior
to query processing.

In order to leverage the spatial and temporal characteristics of gestural patterns,
we utilize theGesture Matching Distance [1] for the similarity comparison of two ges-
ture signatures. The Gesture Matching Distance is a distance-based similarity mea-
sure which quantifies the degree of dissimilarity between two di↵erently structured
gesture signatures by matching similar trajectories within the gesture signatures
according to their spatial and temporal characteristics. To this end, the Gesture
Matching Distance is parameterized with a distance measure between individual
trajectories, such as the Dynamic Time Warping [2, 3], the Levenshtein Distance

[4], the Minimal Variance Matching [5], the Longest Common Subsequence [6, 7],
the Edit Distance with Real Penalty [8], the Edit Distance on Real Sequences [9],
or the Mutual Nearest Point Distance [10].

Although the Gesture Matching Distance enables a user-customizable and adap-
tive similarity definition, it is accompanied by a high computation time complexity.
The computation time complexity for a single distance computation between two
gesture signatures is quadratic in the number of the underlying trajectories. Thus
the applicability of this spatiotemporal similarity measure is limited to small-to-
moderate 3D motion capture databases.

In this paper, we aim to counteract this e�ciency issue and present a lower
bound approximation of the Gesture Matching Distance [11] that can be utilized
in an optimal multi-step query processing architecture [12]. Besides the theoreti-
cal investigation of this approximation, we benchmark the performance in terms
of accuracy and e�ciency and empirically show that the proposed lower bound
approximation is able to achieve an increase in e�ciency of more than one order
of magnitude with a negligible loss in accuracy. In addition, we discuss di↵erent
applications in digital humanities in order to highlight the significance of similarity
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search approaches in the research field of gestural pattern analysis.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines related work with a par-

ticular focus on gestural pattern similarity by means of gesture signatures and the
Gesture Matching Distance. In Section 3, we investigate the lower bound approxi-
mation of the Gesture Matching Distance. The optimal multi-step query processing
algorithm is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are reported in Section
5, and a discussion of di↵erent applications in digital humanities with a particular
focus on gesture research is included in Section 6. The conclusions are given in
Section 7.

2. Related Work

2.1. Gesture Signatures

A gesture signature [1] is a lossless spatiotemporal representation of a gestural pat-
tern which comprises di↵erent movement traces, the so-called trajectories. A trajec-
tory can be thought of as a finite sequence of points in a multidimensional space.
As we consider the three-dimensional Euclidean space R3, we define a trajectory
t 2 T as:

t : {1, . . . , n} ! R3

, (1)

where t(i) = (x
i

, y

i

, z

i

) 2 R3 represents the coordinates of the movement trace at
time i 2 [1, . . . , n]. The trajectory space T =

S
k2N{t|t : {1, . . . , k} ! R3} denotes

the set of all finite trajectories.
Since a gestural pattern typically involves more than one trajectory within a cer-

tain period of time, we aggregate these trajectories by means of a gesture signature

S 2 RT which is defined as:

S : T ! R�0 subject to |{t 2 T|S(t) 6= 0}| < 1. (2)

A gesture signature is a function from the trajectory space T into the real num-
bers R. It assigns each trajectory a non-negative weight indicating its relevance with
respect to the corresponding gestural pattern. Possible weighting schemes include
uniform weighting, motion distance weighting, and motion variance weighting [1].
The latter reflect the overall movement and vividness of a trajectory, respectively.

2.2. Gesture Signature Distance Functions

Gestural patterns typically maintain a high degree of idiosyncrasy meaning that
the involved trajectories are almost unique. In order to quantify a similarity value
between two di↵erently structured gestural patterns, Beecks et al. [1] have investi-
gated the idea of matching similar trajectories within the gestural patterns accord-
ing to their spatial and temporal characteristics. To this end, the trajectories are
compared by means of a trajectory distance function, such as the Dynamic Time
Warping Distance, and the distances between matching trajectories are accumu-
lated accordingly. Thus, given two gesture signatures S

1

, S

2

2 RT and a trajectory
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distance function � : T⇥T ! R�0, the Gesture Matching Distance between S

1

and
S

2

is defined as:

GMD
�

(S
1

, S

2

) =
X

(t1,t2)2m

�-NN
S1!S2

S

1

(t
1

) · �(t
1

, t

2

) +
X

(t2,t1)2m

�-NN
S2!S1

S

2

(t
2

) · �(t
2

, t

1

), (3)

where the nearest-neighbor matching m�-NN

S1!S2
✓ T⇥T between S

1

and S

2

is defined
as m�-NN

S1!S2
= {(t

1

, t

2

) 2 T⇥ T|S
1

(t
1

) > 0 ^ S

2

(t
2

) > 0 ^ t

2

= argmin
t2T�(t1, t)}.

The Gesture Matching Distance increases with decreasing similarity of the
matching trajectories. The computation time complexity is quadratic in the number
of trajectories, i.e. a single distance computation lies inO(|{S

1

(t) > 0}
t2T|·|{S2

(t) >
0}

t2T| · ⇣) where ⇣ denotes the computation time complexity of the trajectory dis-
tance function �.

In addition to the Gesture Matching Distance, other applicable signature dis-
tance functions [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] are the transformation-based Earth Mover’s Dis-

tance [17], the correlation-based Signature Quadratic Form Distance [18], the
matching-based Hausdor↵ Distance [19] and its variants [20, 21] as well as the Sig-

nature Matching Distance [22].

2.3. Trajectory Distance Functions

Fundamental to the question of how to model spatiotemporal similarity between
gestural patterns comprising one or more trajectories, is the question of how to
determine similarity between two individual trajectories. A common approach to
comparing two trajectories is based on Dynamic Time Warping [2, 3]. The idea of
this approach is to fit the trajectories to each other by aligning their coincident
similar points and accumulating the corresponding point-wise distances. Given two
trajectories t

n

: {1, . . . , n} ! R3 and t

m

: {1, . . . ,m} ! R3 and a point-wise
distance function � : R3 ⇥ R3 ! R, the Dynamic Time Warping Distance between
t

n

and t

m

is defined as:

DTW
�

(t
n

, t

m

)=�(t
n

(n), t
m

(m)) + min

8
>><

>>:
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, t

m�1

)
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�
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)

(4)

with

DTW
�

(t
0

, t

0

) = 0 (5)

DTW
�

(t
i

, t

0

) = 1 81  i  n (6)

DTW
�

(t
0

, t

j

) = 1 81  j  m. (7)

The Dynamic Time Warping Distance is defined recursively by minimizing the
distances � between replicated points of the trajectories. In this way, the distance �
assesses the spatial proximity of two points while the Dynamic Time Warping Dis-
tance preserves their temporal order within the trajectories. By utilizing Dynamic
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Programming, the computation time complexity of the Dynamic Time Warping
Distance lies in O(n ·m).

In addition to Dynamic Time Warping described above, spatiotemporal similar-
ity between trajectories can be assessed for instance by the Levenshtein Distance

[4], the Minimal Variance Matching [5], the Longest Common Subsequence [6, 7],
the Edit Distance with Real Penalty [8], the Edit Distance on Real Sequences [9],
or the Mutual Nearest Point Distance [10].

2.4. Other Approaches to Gestural Pattern Similarity

Gestural patterns are mainly investigated in terms of gesture recognition, which
aims at recognizing meaningful expressions of human motion including hand, arm,
face, head, and body movements [23]. Many surveys [24, 25, 26, 27, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31]
have been released in the past years, providing an extensive overview of the many
facets of gesture recognition. Most approaches either rely on 2D video capture tech-
nology and, thus, computer vision techniques, cf. [32, 33], or on 3D motion capture
technology, which provides higher accuracy and thus more potential for precise spa-
tiotemporal similarity search. A recent survey of vision-based gesture recognition
approaches can be found in [28]. Frequently encountered approaches for recogniz-
ing manual gestural patterns are based on Hidden Markov Models [34, 35, 36, 37] or
more generally Dynamic Bayesian Networks [38]. More recent approaches are based
for instance on Feature Fusion [39], on Dynamic Time Warping [40, 41], on Longest

Common Subsequences [42], or on Neural Networks [43].

3. Lower Bound Approximation of the Gesture Matching Distance

In this section, we present the lower bound approximation of the Gesture Matching
Distance. In order to derive this approximation, we will first investigate the theo-
retical properties of the underlying nearest-neighbor matching and then show how
these findings lead to our proposal.

Suppose we are given two gesture signatures S

1

, S

2

2 RT and a trajectory dis-
tance function � : T ⇥ T ! R�0 that determines the dissimilarity between two
individual trajectories. In general, a nearest-neighbor matching m�-NN

S1!S2
✓ T ⇥ T

assigns each trajectory t 2 T from gesture signature S

1

to one or more trajecto-
ries u, v, . . . 2 T from gesture signature S

2

. If the trajectories u, v, . . . are equally
distant to trajectory t, i.e. if it holds that �(t, u) = �(t, v) = . . . , trajectory t

is matched to several nearest neighbors. In practice, however, the uniqueness of
the distances between di↵erent trajectories most likely leads to exactly one near-
est neighbor. If this is not the case, we assume that one of the nearest neighbors
is selected non-deterministically. Based on this assumption, each nearest-neighbor
matching m�-NN

S1!S2
between two non-empty gesture signatures S

1

and S

2

satisfies
the following properties:
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• Left totality :

8t 2 T, 9u 2 T : S
1

(t) > 0 ) (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
(8)

• Right uniqueness:

8t, u, v 2 T : (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
^ (t, v) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
) u = v (9)

Intuitively, each trajectory t 2 T that contributes to gesture signature S

1

, i.e.
which has a positive weight S

1

(t) > 0, is matched to exactly one trajectory u 2 T
with S

2

(u) > 0 from gesture signature S

2

. These properties of a nearest-neighbor
matching hold true irrespective of the underlying trajectory distance function �.
Thus, by replacing the trajectory distance function � with another one, pairs of
matching trajectories are subject to change, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let S
1

, S

2

2 RT be two gesture signatures and �, �

0 : T⇥ T ! R�0 be

two trajectory distance functions. For the nearest-neighbor matchings m�-NN

S1!S2
and

m�

0-NN

S1!S2
between S

1

and S

2

it holds that:

8t 2 T, 9u, v 2 T : (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
, (t, v) 2 m�

0-NN

S1!S2
(10)

Proof. Let S
1

(t)  0. By definition of the nearest-neighbor matching it holds that
(t, u) 62 m�-NN

S1!S2
and that (t, v) 62 m�

0
-NN

S1!S2
.

Let S
1

(t) > 0. Suppose that 9u 2 T such that (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
. By definition of

m�-NN

S1!S2
it then holds that S

2

(u) > 0. Thus, |{t 2 T|S
2

(t) 6= 0}| > 0. Consequently,
by replacing � with �

0 there exists at least one trajectory v 2 T with S

2

(v) > 0
that minimizes �

0(t, v). Therefore, (t, v) 2 m�

0
-NN

S1!S2
. Suppose that 8u 2 T it holds

that (t, u) 62 m�-NN

S1!S2
. Due to the fact that S

1

(t) > 0 it follows that {t 2 T|S
2

(t) 6=
0} = ;. Consequently, by replacing � with �

0 if follows that 8v 2 T it holds that
(t, v) 62 m�

0
-NN

S1!S2
. This gives us the statement.

Lemma 1 states that each trajectory t from gesture signature S

1

that matches
a trajectory u from gesture signature S

2

according to a distance function � also
matches a trajectory v according to a distance function �

0. Due to the right unique-
ness of the nearest-neighbor matching, we conclude that each pair of matching
trajectories (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
has exactly one counter pair (t, v) 2 m�

0
-NN

S1!S2
. This fact

is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Let S
1

, S

2

2 RT be two gesture signatures and �, �

0 : T ⇥ T ! R�0

be two trajectory distance functions. For each (t, u) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
there exists exactly

one (t, v) 2 m�

0-NN

S1!S2
.

The corollary above implies that the cardinality of the nearest-neighbor match-
ing between two gesture signatures S

1

and S

2

is fixed, i.e. it holds that |m�-NN

S1!S2
| =

|m�

0
-NN

S1!S2
| for any trajectory distance functions � and �

0.
What remains to be shown is that the substitution of a trajectory distance

function � : T⇥T ! R�0 with a lower bound �

LB

: T⇥T ! R�0, which is a function
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that satisfies the following property for all trajectories u, v 2 T : �
LB

(u, v)  �(u, v),
will lead to a lower bound approximation of the Gesture Matching Distance. To this
end, we provide the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let S

1

, S

2

2 RT be two gesture signatures and � : T ⇥ T ! R�0 be

a trajectory distance function with lower bound �

LB

: T ⇥ T ! R�0, i.e. it holds

that 8u, v 2 T : �
LB

(u, v)  �(u, v). The nearest-neighbor matching satisfies the

following property:

(t, u) 2 m�LB-NN

S1!S2
^ (t, v) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
) �

LB

(t, u)  �(t, v) (11)

Proof. Suppose it holds that (t, u) 2 m�LB-NN

S1!S2
and that (t, v) 2 m�-NN

S1!S2
.

By definition of the nearest-neighbor matching it then holds that u =
argmin

t

02T^S2(t
0
)>0

�

LB

(t, t0) and that v = argmin
t

02T^S2(t
0
)>0

�(t, t0). Since it holds
that min

t

02T^S2(t
0
)>0

�

LB

(t, t0)  min
t

02T^S2(t
0
)>0

�(t, t0) it follows that �

LB

(t, u) 
�(t, v).

Combining Corollary 1 and Lemma 2 finally leads to the proposal, as shown in
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. (Lower Bound Approximation)

Let S

1

, S

2

2 RT be two gesture signatures and � : T ⇥ T ! R�0 be a trajectory

distance function. For any lower bound �

LB

: T⇥ T ! R�0 of � it holds that:

GMD
�LB(S1

, S

2

)  GMD
�

(S
1

, S

2

) (12)

Proof. The Gesture Matching Distance is defined as: GMD
�

(S
1

, S

2

) =P
(t1,t2)2m

�-NN
S1!S2

S

1

(t
1

) · �(t
1

, t

2

) +
P

(t2,t1)2m

�-NN
S2!S1

S

2

(t
2

) · �(t
2

, t

1

). By lower-

bounding � with �

LB

the number of summands stays the same since each (t
1

, t

2

) 2
m�-NN

S1!S2
and (t

2

, t

1

) 2 m�-NN

S2!S1
is replaced by exactly one (t

1

, t

0
2

) 2 m�LB-NN

S1!S2
and

(t
2

, t

0
1

) 2 m�LB-NN

S2!S1
, respectively (cf. Corollary 1). According to Lemma 2 it addition-

ally holds that �(t
1

, t

2

) � �

LB

(t
1

, t

0
2

) and �(t
2

, t

1

) � �

LB

(t
2

, t

0
1

). We thus conclude
that

P
(t1,t2)2m

�-NN
S1!S2

S

1

(t
1

) · �(t
1

, t

2

) � P
(t1,t

0
2)2m

�LB-NN
S1!S2

S

1

(t
1

) · �(t
1

, t

0
2

) and that
P

(t2,t1)2m

�-NN
S2!S1

S

2

(t
2

) · �(t
2

, t

1

) � P
(t2,t

0
1)2m

�LB-NN
S2!S1

S

2

(t
2

) · �(t
2

, t

0
1

), which gives us

the statement.

Theorem 1 shows that the lower bound approximation of the Gesture Matching
Distance is attributed to the properties of its inherent trajectory distance function.
How the resulting lower bound approximation is utilized in order to process queries
in gestural pattern databases arising from 3D motion capture data e�ciently is
shown in the following section.

4. E�cient Query Processing with the Gesture Matching Distance

A fundamental approach underlying many query processing approaches is the op-

timal multi-step algorithm [12]. The idea of this algorithm consists in processing
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distance-based k-nearest-neighbor queries in multiple interleaved steps, where each
step incrementally generates a candidate object with respect to a lower bound ap-
proximation which is subsequently refined by means of the exact distance function
until the final results are obtained. The algorithm is optimal, i.e., the number of
exact distance computations is minimized.

Algorithm 1 Optimal Multi-Step k -NN
1: procedure NN

k

(Q,GMD
�LB

,GMD
�

,D)
2: R ;
3: filterRanking  ranking(Q,GMD

�LB
,D)

4: S  filterRanking.next()
5: while GMD

�LB
(Q,S)  max

P2R GMD
�

(Q,P ) do
6: if |R| < k then

7: R R [ {S}
8: else if GMD

�

(Q,S)  max
P2R GMD

�

(Q,P ) then
9: R R [ {S}

10: R R� {argmax
P2R GMD

�

(Q,P )}
11: S  filterRanking.next()

12: return R

As shown in Algorithm 1, the first step consists in generating a ranking with
respect to a query gesture signature Q 2 RT by means of the lower bound
approximation GMD

�LB (cf. line 3). Afterwards, this ranking is processed until
GMD

�LB exceeds the exact distance of the k

th-nearest neighbor (cf. line 5), i.e.
until it holds that GMD

�LB(Q,S) 6 max
P2R GMD

�

(Q,P ). The algorithm up-
dates the result set R as long as gesture signatures S 2 D with smaller distances
GMD

�

(Q,S)  max
P2R GMD

�

(Q,P ) have been found (cf. line 8).
We utilize the optimal multi-step algorithm as described above in order to e�-

ciently query gesture signatures in 3D motion capture databases. To this end, we ad-
ditionally subject the Dynamic Time Warping Distance to a bandwidth constraint,
which limits the maximum permissible time di↵erence between two aligned points of
the trajectories, and lower-bound this variant, denoted as DTW

t

, by LB
Keogh

[44].
The advantage of this lower bound is its low computation time complexity, which
is linear in the length of the trajectories. In fact, we approximate GMD

DTW

by
GMD

DTW

t

, which is then lower-bounded by means of GMD
LB

Keogh

. The perfor-
mance of this approach with respect to the qualities of accuracy and e�ciency is
empirically investigated in the following section.

5. Performance Analysis

In this section, we benchmark the accuracy and e�ciency of the Gesture Matching
Distance and its lower bound approximation by using the two following di↵erent
spatiotemporal 3D motion capture databases.
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Ling.!anchor! do!run!

Aspect! habitual!

Movement!type! spiral!

Image!schema! path!!/!scale!

Speech!phrase!
..'like,'I'do'run'

Stroke!phases! 3!

(a)

Circle!

Ling.!anchor! con5nue!

Aspect! progressive!

Movement!type! circle!

Image!schema! itera5on!

Speech!phrase!
doesn't'really'con8nue'those'conversa8ons'

Stroke!phases! 3!

(b)

Straight!

Ling.!anchor! from!the!point!of!where!I!was!to!the!
end!

Aspect!
habitual!

Movement!type!
straight!

Image!schema!
path!!

Speech!phrase! from'the'point'of'where'I'was'8ll'like'

the'end'of'the'season''

Stroke!phases! 1!

(c)

Fig. 1. Three example gestural patterns of di↵erent spatiotemporal movement types: (a) gesture
of type spiral, (b) gesture of type circle, and (c) gesture of type straight. Blue trajectories indicate
the main movements of the gestural patterns. Images are taken from [1].

The natural media corpus of 3D motion capture data [1] comprises three-
dimensional motion capture data streams arising from eight participants during a
guided conversation. The participants were equipped with a multitude of reflective
markers which were attached to the body and in particular to the hands. The motion
of the markers was tracked optically via cameras at a frequency of 100 Hz by making
use of the Nexus Motion Capture Software from VICON. For evaluation purposes,
we used the right wrist marker and two markers attached to the right thumb and
right index finger each. The gestures arising within the conversation were classified
by domain experts according to the following types of movement: spiral, circle, and
straight. Example gestures of these movement types are sketched in Figure 1, which
has been taken from [1]. A total of 20 gesture signatures containing five trajectories
each was obtained from the 3D motion capture data streams. The trajectories of
the gesture signatures have been normalized to the interval [0, 1]3 ⇢ R3.

In addition to the 3D motion capture database described above, we utilized
the 3D Iconic Gesture Dataseta [45]. This dataset comprises 1,739 iconic gestures
from 29 participants depicting entities, objects, and actions. Based on the provided
3D skeleton motion capture data, which was recorded via Microsoft Kinect, we
randomly extracted up to 10,000 gesture signatures including between 2 and 10
trajectories in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 with a duration between
0.5 and 2.0 seconds. We additionally normalized the trajectories to the interval
[0, 1]3 ⇢ R3.

In the first series of experiments, we evaluated the accuracy of the proposed
lower bound approximation of the Gesture Matching Distance in order to inves-
tigate the question of whether our proposal is able to find similar spatiotemporal
patterns within 3D motion capture data streams accurately. To this end, we selected

a
http://projects.ict.usc.edu/3dig/
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Fig. 2. Average dissimilarity values shown as a function of time with respect to gestural patterns of
movement type spiral. Reddish time intervals depict gestural patterns included in the 3D motion
capture data streams. The average dissimilarity of the exact Gesture Matching Distance GMDDTW

is shown by the blue line, while the average dissimilarity of the approximate Gesture Matching
Distance GMDDTW

t=10 is shown by the green dotted line.

di↵erent movement types and computed dissimilarity plots with respect to di↵erent
gestural query patterns arising from the corresponding movement types in the natu-
ral media corpus. Based on the provided ground truth, we include one dissimilarity
plot for the movement type spiral, which is shown in Figure 2, and two dissimilarity
plots for the movement types straight and circle, which are shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, respectively. The corresponding gestural patterns included in the 3D mo-
tion capture data streams are highlighted by means of reddish time intervals. The
average dissimilarity values of the exact Gesture Matching Distance based on Dy-
namic Time Warping Distance GMD

DTW

are shown by blue lines, while the average
dissimilarity values of the approximate Gesture Matching Distance GMD

DTW

t=10 ,
where we fixed the maximum permissible time di↵erence t 2 N to a value of 10, are
shown by green dotted lines.

As can be seen in the figures, the approximate Gesture Matching Distance
GMD

DTW

t=10 shows a behavior similar to the exact Gesture Matching Distance
GMD

DTW

. Both are able to respond to the corresponding queries with low dis-
similarity values. In fact, the maximum absolute di↵erence of dissimilarity values
between GMD

DTW

and GMD
DTW

t=10 is below a value of 0.242, while the average
deviation is below a value of 0.11. We thus conclude that the approximate Gesture
Matching Distance GMD

DTW

t=10 is able to compete with the non-approximate Ges-
ture Matching Distance GMD

DTW

in terms of accuracy.
In the second series of experiments, we evaluated the e↵ect of the bandwidth

constraint applied to the Dynamic Time Warping Distance, where we fixed the max-
imum permissible time di↵erence t 2 N to a value of 10. The precision in percentage
of the approximate Gesture Matching Distance GMD

DTW

t=10 with respect to the
exact GMD

DTW

is summarized in Figure 5. The precision values are depicted as a
function of the gesture signature length and the number of trajectories for di↵erent
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Fig. 3. Average dissimilarity values shown as a function of time with respect to gestural patterns
of movement type straight. Reddish time intervals depict gestural patterns included in the 3D
motion capture data streams. The average dissimilarity of the exact Gesture Matching Distance
GMDDTW is shown by the blue line, while the average dissimilarity of the approximate Gesture
Matching Distance GMDDTW

t=10 is shown by the green dotted line.

databases extracted from the 3D Iconic Gesture Dataset comprising 2k, 5k, and 10k
gesture signatures. As can be seen in the figure, the precision values decrease with
an increase in the length of the gesture signatures. At a gesture signature length of
0.5 seconds, the average precision stays at approximately 100%, which is reduced to
approximately 93% when utilizing gesture signatures with a length of 2.0 seconds.
An increase in the number of trajectories of the gesture signatures does not neces-
sarily degenerate the performance of our approach. As observed empirically, gesture
signatures comprising 6 trajectories always yield the highest precision values. This
e↵ect might be caused by the underlying movement traces of the corresponding tra-
jectories. To sum up, the performance in terms of average precision of our proposal
stays above 97%. Thus, the loss in accuracy is less than 3%, which is negligible in
view of the increase in e�ciency.

In the third series of experiments, we evaluated the query processing e�ciency
when utilizing the optimal multi-step algorithm as presented in Section 4 with the
proposed lower bound approximation derived in Section 3. To this end, we investi-
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Fig. 4. Average dissimilarity values shown as a function of time with respect to gestural patterns of
movement type circle. Reddish time intervals depict gestural patterns included in the 3D motion
capture data streams. The average dissimilarity of the exact Gesture Matching Distance GMDDTW

is shown by the blue line, while the average dissimilarity of the approximate Gesture Matching
Distance GMDDTW

t=10 is shown by the green dotted line.

gated the average query response times needed for processing 100-nearest-neighbor
queries in a database of 10k gesture signatures. As before, the length of the gesture
signatures and the number of trajectories included in the gesture signatures are
varied. The average query processing times in seconds are reported in Table 1. In
general, the query response time increases by extending the length or the number
of trajectories of the gesture signatures. As can be seen in the table, the sequential
scan by means of the Gesture Matching Distance based on Dynamic Time Warping
Distance GMD

DTW

shows the highest query response time. By utilizing gesture
signatures comprising 10 trajectories with a length of 2 seconds, GMD

DTW

needs
more than 176 seconds on average for query processing. This query processing time
is reduced by more than one order of magnitude when processing the queries with
the optimal multi-step algorithm based on the proposed lower bound approximation
GMD

LB

Keogh

. For the aforementioned parameters, our approach is able to complete
query processing in 14 seconds on average. By increasing the size of the database to
100k gesture signatures comprising 10 trajectories with a length of 2 seconds each,
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Fig. 5. Precision values in percentage of GMDDTW
t=10 in comparison to GMDDTW as function

of gesture signature length and the number of trajectories. The database size is varied among 2k,
5k, and 10k gesture signatures.

the average query response times for the sequential scan with GMD
DTW

and that
with GMD

DTW

t=10 are approximately 1170 seconds and 445 seconds, respectively,
whereas the optimal multi-step algorithm with the proposed lower bound approxi-
mation GMD

LB

Keogh

takes approximately 36 seconds. Thus, our approach is more
than 12 times faster than the sequential scan with GMD

DTW

t=10 and more than 30
times faster than the sequential scan with GMD

DTW

.
To conclude, the proposed lower bound approximation is able to achieve an

increase in e�ciency of more than one order of magnitude with a negligible loss
in accuracy and thus enables e�cient similarity search for gestural patterns in 3D
motion capture databases. How the proposed approaches are utilized in the digital
humanities, and in particular within the domain of gestural pattern analysis, is
discussed by means of two research use cases in the following section.

6. Applications in Digital Humanities: Two Gesture Research Use

Cases

Recent studies in linguistics and cognitive science have shown that the work-
ings of the human mind are intricately bound to the workings of the human
body [46, 47, 48, 49]. Concomitantly, research has shown that co-speech behavior
is highly conventionalized and intricately tied to structures in the speech stream
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. Together, these conventionalized multimodal constructions
[56, 57, 58] of speech and body movement convey the semantics and pragmatics
of the message. Moving away from a long-time focus on text or speech in isolation,
linguists – especially cognitive linguists – have increasingly targeted full-bodied,
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Table 1. Average query response time in seconds for processing 100-nearest-neighbor queries in a
database of 10k gesture signatures.

signature trajectories opt. multi-step seq. scan seq. scan
length GMD

LB

Keogh

GMD
DTW

t=10 GMD
DTW

2.0s

10 14.0 67.5 176.4
8 8.4 42.4 110.7
6 3.6 24.1 64.1
4 1.6 12.1 33.0
2 0.5 3.1 8.3

1.5s

10 8.3 44.3 97.0
8 5.0 29.3 62.3
6 2.2 16.2 34.2
4 1.3 9.6 20.3
2 0.3 2.3 5.0

1.0s

10 4.6 21.4 34.0
8 5.0 22.7 36.0
6 1.3 10.0 15.8
4 0.8 5.9 9.2
2 0.2 1.5 2.4

0.5s

10 2.8 14.8 16.1
8 1.6 7.9 8.2
6 0.8 5.4 6.0
4 0.3 1.6 1.8
2 0.1 0.6 0.7

multimodal interaction as their object of study. However, due to the challenges
inherent in studying multimodal data, which requires recording and tediously an-
notating full conversations, gesture studies to date have largely been based on case
studies of one or two individuals in conversation. With recent advances in digital
data, such as the availability of a few large video-based language corpora that pro-
vide audio-video streams with time-aligned closed-captioning textb, linguists now
have hundreds of spontaneous conversations available to them for study. However,
the annotation of body movement remains complex and highly reliant on qualitative
measures based on an annotator’s visual examination of a video played at reduced
speed.

3D motion capture, however, provides a radically di↵erent lens through which to
both capture and examine multimodal data. Here we describe two research programs

bFor example, UCLA’s Little Red Hen lab is an international research team using a proprietary
online corpus of more than 200,000 hours of broadcast television: https://sites.google.com/
site/distributedlittleredhen/home
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that use 3D motion capture data to investigate certain structures in embodied
representations (i.e. gesture, head movement, and other modalities) and how these
are co-articulated with structures in the speech stream. The aim of each study is the
understanding of the interaction between conceptual structure, linguistic structure
– i.e. the speech, and embodied/physical structure.

6.1. Aspectual contours: Matching verb types with gestural

movement types

In the study presented in [59, 60], 3D motion capture data was used to investigate
the gestural profiles corresponding to linguistic utterances conveying grammatical
phenomenon known as aspect – or the linguistic phenomenon that captures how
speakers modulate the ”temporal contour” of an event [61]. Contour implies a shape
in space, making aspect a natural grammatical category through which to explore
the trajectories of co-speech gestures. Aspect encodes the ways in which an event can
be construed dynamically by performing additional computations without losing the
character of the original event [62]. For example, inherent in the meaning of verbs
in English such as sneeze is the interpretation of the event as a bounded, punctual,
single episode. However, aspect is dynamic and can be altered in interaction with
grammatical elements that have aspectual force. Using a normally bounded verb
such as sneeze in a progressive construction (-ing) renders the event unbounded and
yields an iterative interpretation, as in He is sneezing or He keeps sneezing [63, 64].

In a study of the co-speech gestures associated with aspect-marking auxiliary
verbs in English, [53] examined constructions in English headed by the auxiliary co-
verbs continue, keep, start, stop and quit (e.g. keep sneezing, stop talking, quit smok-
ing, etc.). The goal of the study was to determine if gestures correlated with these
auxiliary constructions were conventionalized across speakers, and if so, what the
conventionalized features of the gestures are for each construction. Results showed a
statistically significant correlation between both the timing and the form of the ges-
ture and the aspect marked in the auxiliary verb in the speech stream. The gesture
profile of the auxiliary keep, for example, was characterized by longer onset times
(i.e., a greater latency between onset of gesture and onset of the auxiliary verb in
the speech) and repeated gesture strokes, many of which were cyclic or spiral in
trajectory. This study and others [65, 60] have noted that prototypical movement
profiles are readily recognizable in co-speech gesture given certain linguistic cues.

In a follow-up study [59, 60], 3D motion capture data was used to explore the
forms that emerged as aspect-marking profiles in [53]. The motion capture data
increased the sophistication of the analysis by allowing us to investigate the degree
of similarity between the gesture profiles corresponding to spoken utterances, as
well as providing more nuanced visualizations of the movement traces and tempo-
ral dynamics of these gestures. Eight native speakers of North American English
were recorded in the Natural Media Lab of RWTH Aachen University in casual
conversation with a confederate, who remained the same for all participants. Par-
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ticipants recounted and interpreted a short movie and conversed about topics such
as habits and hobbies, resulting in approximately six hours of recorded interaction.
To analyze the data, we identified those discourse sequences in which the trajec-
tory, direction, and form of the gesture trace (circle, spiral, arc, etc.) reflected one of
the conventionalized, aspectually-charged forms established in the previous research
[53].

The computational analyses of gesture similarity by means of a distance-based
similarity model [1] enables us to recognize in a quantitative manner (rather than
relying on visual assessment) which trajectory type a gesture has. This proves most
useful in di↵erentiating forms, for example, a spiral and circle, which di↵er only in
displacement in space for the former, or lack thereof for the latter. Such a distinc-
tion is di�cult to make unequivocally using manual annotation which relies on a
researcher’s observation of a video (possibly involving poor camera angles of the
gesture) played at reduced speed.

6.2. Establishing multimodal clusters in dialogic travel-planning

data

Brenger et al. [66] investigated multimodal constructions that may be observed
when interlocutors utilize their gesture spaces for spatial-geographical orientation
during collaborative travel planning (e.g. planning an Interrail trip through Eu-
rope). The basis for the study was the Multimodal Speech & Kinetic Action Cor-
pus (MuSKA), compiled in the Natural Media Lab of RWTH Aachen University
[67, 68]. As in the previous use case, several data streams were recorded and aligned
in the Natural Media Lab (audio, video and 3D motion capture data), though in
this study the recorded conversations were informal dialogues between friends. In
speech, indicating potential travel destinations and routes typically involves the
use of highly context-dependent indexical expressions such as certain functional
closed-class items [63] or shifters [69]. Examples include prepositions, pronouns,
demonstratives, and connectors. The assumption underlying this study was that, in
spoken German discourse, the use of place names and indexical expressions – such
as prepositions (e.g., nach (to), von (from), bei (at)) and locative or directional
adverbials (e.g., da (there), hier (here), rber (over)) – would correlate with distinct
kinds of gestures, namely locating and routing gestures.

More specifically, the study’s target structures were prepositional phrases such
as constructions combining prepositions and adverbials (e.g., PREP + ADV such
as, nach hier, nach da (to here/there)) or prepositions and nouns (e.g., PREP +
N such as von Norden (from the north), nach Paris (to Paris)). We also included
adverbial phrases comprising locative and directional adverbial such as ADV

locative

+ ADV
directional

(e.g., da rber (over there), hier hin (to here)).
The ”travel planning”-sub-corpus contains 60 minutes of annotated discourse

data, with speech transcripts coded for shifters and the adverbial and prepositional
phrases in which they occur. The video data were coded for gestural shifts exhibiting
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locating or routing functions. In three dialogues (42 minutes in total), 300 gesture-
accompanied occurrences of locative prepositions and adverbials were identified (130
place names; 170 combinations of prepositions with either locative or directional
adverbials. PREP + ADV

locative

or ADV
directional

). Regarding spatial orientation
and gestural charting, we observed two main strategies: a) indicating places (cities,
countries) through locating gestures; and b) tracing trajectories through routing ges-

tures. We hypothesized that whereas prepositional phrases entailing place names or
locative adverbs correlate with indexical locating gestures, deictic adverbial phrases
may co-occur with both locating gestures and routing gestures containing specific
directional movement information that is not necessarily specified in the concurrent
speech [70, 71, 72, 52]. In addition to analyzing gestural patterns and multimodal
clusters with the help of the computational methods presented in this paper, we
are currently working on appropriate ways to visualize the data in the form of heat
maps.

6.3. Insights and Future Directions

In both case studies outlined here – and indeed throughout gesture studies, whether
working with motion capture data or video data – the methodology continues to
require manually searching of corpus data and annotated ELAN files for linguistic
phrases and then comparing the corresponding gestures to each other in terms of
their spatiotemporal similarity. Thus, in the travel-planning study, the main e↵ort
lay in manually identifying spatiotemporal aspects and properties of correspond-
ing gestures that allowed them to be regarded as routing or placing gestures – a
very time consuming venture. However, the strength of the approach presented in
this paper is in its goal of integrating the various audio and video data streams
and annotated transcripts into a motion-capture driven multimodal database that
can be e�ciently searched with the types of query processing algorithms presented
here. This would enable the semi-automatic search for gestures’ spatial and tempo-
ral characteristics with their co-occurring linguistic structures. The computational
identification of inter-gestural similarity would dramatically speed up the search
process and thus enable future gesture researchers to explore larger corpora than is
currently possible with manual searching. With regards to computational gesture
signatures, these investigations could additionally be extended to the identification
of any gestural pattern – locating and routing gestures, aspect-marking forms, and
others, rather than relying on the linguistic target phrases that currently drive the
searches.

Part of the value of interdisciplinary approaches to complex, dynamic multi-
modal data such as the collaborations presented here lies in the reciprocity of the
collaborations: not only are speech and gesture data in multiple streams a welcome,
and increasingly necessary, challenge for computer scientists, the computational ap-
proach is also increasingly crucial for linguists and gesture researchers. For instance,
one prerequisite to identifying relatively stable patterns of correlated linguistic and
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gestural structures is that the multimodal cluster is used with a relatively high fre-
quency. The computational methods applied to multimodal speech and gesture data
suggested here would thus also enable linguists and gesture researchers to contribute
to the advancement of the still young area of multimodal cluster analysis and thus
to predict communicative behavior in certain utterance contexts. The inclusion of
an aligned similarity search for syntactic structures and phrases, coupled with the
presented similarity search for kinetic movement patterns, could take this promis-
ing venture one step further when it comes to identifying time-elastic multimodal
clusters in larger multimodal corpora.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of e�ciently accessing gestural patterns in
3D motion capture data based on spatiotemporal similarity. To this end, we modeled
gestural patterns by means of gesture signatures and investigated a lower bound
approximation of the Gesture Matching Distance. Our approach is able to achieve
an increase in e�ciency of more than one order of magnitude with a negligible loss
in accuracy. We thus claim that the proposed distance-based approach to gestural
pattern analysis enables the semi-automatic investigation of large heterogeneous
motion capture data archives.
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